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The present study was carried out to investigate the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system in the 
telecommunication department of Kurdistan Regional Government Iraq (KRI). For this purpose, a comparative 
analysis was performed between the features of the CRM-system in the three main telecommunication companies 
in KRI. In this research, the library method was used to review the concepts and background related to CRM. 
Data required for comparative analysis between CRM-systems in the three companies studied, were collected from 
the secondary data including company information, company websites and available data. Findings show that Zain 
has the strongest CRM-system among the three companies because it operates in both aspects of the database, 
providing diverse customer service and strong responsiveness. The two other companies, despite much success in 
recent years, still need to make more effort to achieve stability in communication and customer retention. 
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КУРДИСТАНСКОГО РЕГИОНАЛЬНОГО ПРАВИТЕЛЬСТВА, ИРАК: 
СРАВНИТЕЛЬНЫЙ АНАЛИЗ КОМПАНИЙ ZAIN, KOREK, ASIA TELECOM  
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Настоящее исследование было проведено для изучения системы управления взаимоотношениями с 
клиентами (CRM-системы) в отделе телекоммуникаций регионального правительства Курдистана в 
Ираке (KRI). С этой целью был проведен сравнительный анализ возможностей CRM-системы в трех 
основных телекоммуникационных компаниях Курдистана. В данном исследовании использовался 
теоретический подход - обзор концепций и научных трудов, связанных с CRM-системой. Данные, 
необходимые для сравнительного анализа CRM-систем трех исследованных компаний, были собраны из 
вторичных источников, включая информацию о компаниях, веб-сайты компаний и из других открытых 
источников. Результаты исследования показали, что Zain имеет самую сильную CRM-систему среди трех 
компаний, обеспечивая обслуживание клиентов и высокую скорость реагирования. Две другие компании, 
несмотря на значительный успех в последние годы, все еще нуждаются в дополнительных усилиях для 
достижения стабильной коммуникации и успешной методики удержания клиентов.  
 
Ключевые слова: CRM-система; управление взаимоотношениями с клиентами; связь; обслуживание клиентов; 
оперативность; удержание клиентов. 
 

Today, due to increasing competition, attracting and retaining companies are a major challenge. 
Reducing costs and aggressive advertising does not necessarily bring revenue and customer loyalty. 
This can only be achieved by establishing a long-term company-customer relationship. The main idea 
is to develop business models that improve interaction with our customers and lead to greater 
customer satisfaction and loyalty [1]. 
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In this regard, CRM has become an important research field since its advent in the 1990s. Boulding 
et al. [2] claim that "CRM is the result of the constant evolution and integration of marketing ideas 
and new data, technologies, and organizational forms." Liu et al. [3] define CRM as "a strategic 
process in which companies use customer data and technological methods to attract and retain 
customers in order to create business value." Buttle defined the concept of CRM as the overall process 
used by a company to build and maintain customer relationships [4]. 

Companies invest heavily in CRM-systems because a large number of studies show that 
implementing CRM can increase customer satisfaction, as well as increasing customer loyalty, 
customer retention, and improving company performance [3]. Because customers are exposed to a 
variety of marketing activities from unlimited companies and reaching them using traditional mass 
media, advertising has become an obsolete concept. The only way to achieve target market attention 
is to make effective use of CRM activities; however, in some cases, companies have suffered severe 
losses, because they have developed their strategy based on erroneous data, so ensuring the use of 
appropriate methods, and consistent analytics tools are important in CRM implementation [5]. 

On the other hand, telecommunications companies around the world face fierce competition in 
attracting and retaining customers. Although the entire service industry is experiencing declining 
customer loyalty, this is very serious in the telecommunications sector, as customers switch from one 
company to another in the short term [6]. Hence, telecom service providers are expected to grapple 
with ongoing innovations, new technologies, and value-added services. Although many service 
industries are affected by the phenomenon of customer turnover, this problem is very severe in the 
telecommunication industry with the customer’s joining and leaving in the short term. According to 
a survey, a telecommunication operator annually loses 24 % of its customers [7]. Telecommunication 
companies make every effort to attract and retain maximum customers [6]. The telecommunication 
sector in Iraqi Kurdistan is also a growing market. In the last two decades, the telecommunication 
sector in Iraqi Kurdistan, especially the mobile phone sector, has shown tremendous growth, helping 
thousands to connect. Mobile phones have revolutionized lifestyles, economics, education, 
healthcare, finance, and more. In the world, telecommunication is recognized as the main driver of 
economic development. Given the trend of the Iraqi Kurdistan market and the growth of mobile 
phones in the last decade, Iraqi Kurdistan is now a hot market for telecom operators around the world. 
However, fierce competition has created a new dynamic in the telecommunication industry in Iraqi 
Kurdistan. At present, due to the changing dynamics of the telecommunication market, the level of 
customer expectations is high. Not only customers have many options to choose from, they also play 
an important role in deciding on pricing services. To meet customer expectations, telecommunication 
companies have to provide customized services with CRM-oriented strategies that are more satisfying 
and increase their loyalty to achieve the expected market share. In this regard, the researcher tries to 
examine the performance of CRM in the three main telecommunication companies in Iraqi Kurdistan, 
including Korek, Zain, and Asia. In this regard, the research seeks to answer the following questions: 

1. What is the CRM-system like in Korek, Zain and Asia Telecom companies? 
2. Which company is more successful in implementing CRM-system? 
In the semi-autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan, which has its own oversight body, the Ministry 

of Transport and Communications has a calmer approach to regulation than other parts of the country 
that has a more open attitude towards foreign investment, and is more focused on trade. The 
penetration rate in the telecommunication sector is about 75 – 78%, which is lower than the 
penetration rate of other Arab countries, which is 100% (for example, 110 % internet penetration rate 
in Saudi Arabia). 

The telecommunication sector is experiencing an exponential growth of 11.6%, so that the 
penetration rate has increased from 5% to 75% in less than 7 years. 

The three main operators Korek Telecom, Zain Telecom and Asia Telecom (Asia Сell) are active 
in this region. Saddle Network has the largest number of subscribers, but Asia Сell has more coverage 
than all operators. Summing up the introductions of these three companies, we get (Table 1). 
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Table 1 – Introduction of three companies of Korek Telecom, Zain Telecom, Asia Telecom [8] 
Company 
name  

Established  
year 

Emergence 
area 

Demographic 
coverage 

Number of 
subscribers 

Market 
share 
(2019) 

Market 
revenue 
(2019) 

Zain   1983 Kuwait  97% of the 
population (about 18 
provinces) 
 

49.5 million  43% 40% 

AsiaCell   1999 Sulaymaniyah  99.6% of Iraq's 
population (19 
provinces) 

15 million  31% 43% 

Korek 2000 Erbil 96% of the 
population of Iraq 
(18 provinces) 

7 million  19% 17% 

 
Zain was the first telecom operator to launch its commercial GSM service in the region since 1994. 

Zain has been providing mobile services in Iraq since December 2003. After obtaining a 15-year 
license in August 2007, Zain, Iraq acquired the Iraqi a network and became the largest mobile operator 
in Iraq with 49.5 million subscribers. 

Asia Cell, with more than 15 million subscribers as of December 31, 2012, has been a leader in 
providing quality mobile telephony services in Iraq. In 2009, Asia Cell became the first mobile 
communications provider in Iraq to reach global coverage with its services across Iraq. 

Korek Telecom is expanding at an extraordinary rate, increasing its network access and improving 
the quality of its advanced services. Korek Telecom continues to be a major player in the Iraqi mobile 
industry, offering real competition by providing the best value, best services, and network to its 
growing customer base. 

CRM-system in Zain. According to the website of the company, the Iraqi saddle strategy is based 
on understanding customers and turning them into the center of any service or idea. This is done to 
provide the best and most advanced services to subscribers who can make their wishes come true. 

Saddle Iraq's vision for 2020 is to build partnerships with young people that provide products and 
services that can help them connect to the world. 

The #Hassa program is a specialized platform dedicated to supporting the Iraqi youth’s talents as 
well as encouraging them to achieve their goals. 

By providing the fastest 3.9G internet service backed by a powerful infrastructure and equipment 
of global standards, the company ensures that the subscribers have the most effective communication 
method. 

Awareness of the Zain brand has reached 97% among Iraqis, which is a success for the company. 
The company has taken partnership and cooperation with the youth as a strategic approach. And in 
all its projects and activities, it considers social responsibility. Zain implements CRM activities online 
and offline. Zain in Iraq has a dedicated website that saves time and increases productivity by 
providing quick access to information and processing exchanges. Every customer who registers on 
Zain's website must submit their personal information. The type of personal information that the 
company collects includes the person's name, address, date of birth, gender, telephone and fax 
numbers, and email address. By collecting customers` demographics and other information, Zain 
converts this large amount of data into useful information that can later be used for business decisions. 
The company may use this information to develop new features, products, services, and special offers. 
Other applications of personal information that the company offers are personalized services that 
meet the needs of customers on their website. Subscribers can easily access the program via SMS via 
the Zain website user page using their mobile phone number and password. Upon arrival, the system 
welcomes them by name and notifies them of available offers. There is also a page called "Feedback", 
where customers can submit their suggestions and feedback without having to register. 
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Figure 1 – Summary of Zain company characteristics 

Compiled by the authors 
 
Zain also implemented customer loyalty programs to strengthen communication with its users. 

The "Z-Bonus" campaign, which targets young people under the age of 25, offers subscribers 200% 
free SMS and free rewards while charging billing and amazing benefits. In addition to mass loyalty 
programs, Zain is launching several other campaigns to increase customer loyalty, such as the Zain 
Internet Campaign, which provides internet access for customers at home, at work, in cafes, and on 
the go. Moreover, the Z Internet, which targets students, has many features in terms of price, speed, 
free download, and extra gigabytes. 

Zain has started implementing electronic documents in collaboration with the Communications 
and Media Commission (CMC) and the National Security Agency (NSA). 

The company has provided the number 107 for free to the users to receive the required support in 
case of any problem in their saddle line, they can also inquire about the latest offers / services 
introduced by the saddle and the expert team responds 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

The company has launched a survey system through Sawtak, whereby the customer receives a text 
message via the short code 2105, after each call to the 107 Customer Care Center or any of the Zain 
stores. 

CRM-system in Asia Cell. Asia Сell is the best internet service provider with 3.9G data services 
that has been providing the best network coverage in Iraq since January 2015. 

The company has offered packages and loyalty programs for its customers. The proposed packages 
are tailored to different market segments including youth and women, and an innovative service that 
targets millions of visitors to Iraq each year. Asia Сell also provides after-sales services to companies 
and individuals. 

Asia Сell is also a market leader in value share, a fact that reflects the trust and confidence of 
higher value customers. 

Asia Сell has an advanced customer service center that responds 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to 
support customer needs with dedicated teams. Asia Сell also sends short text surveys to customers to 
seek their opinions on various topics such as tariff and advertising offers, recharge cards, network 
quality, 3G, customer service, major sales centers, and much more. There is a section where 
customers can receive newsletters about the company by registering their email. 

Asia Сell meets the needs of its customers through retail and sales agents from 21,000 points of 
sale throughout the country. Asia Сell has started implementing electronic documents in collaboration 
with the Communications and Media Commission (CMC) and the National Security Agency (NSA). 

The company also participates in social responsibility activities. Asia Сell is known for its work 
in support of the millions of Syrian refugees displaced by the conflict in their own country. Asiacell 
won the CSR Awards at the 2016 CommsMEA Awards ceremony in Dubai, UAE. Recently, in 2017, 
the largest telecommunications and Internet service provider and the International Wikimedia 
Foundation announced that they would launch the "Wikipedia Zero" service for 12 million Iraqis 
through the Asia Сell network. The new service gives 12 million Iraqi subscribers free access to 
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Wikipedia without the need to purchase quotas to access the content of the world's largest 
encyclopedia. 

A groundbreaking success in early 2013, Asia Сell received the Women Award from the 
International Mobile Communication Union for the best communication services provided to women 
in emerging markets. 

In 2012, Asia Сell was recognized by the French market research firm Altai as a leading brand - 
not only in the mobile communications market but in all parts of Iraq. In 2011, the Iraqi Ministry of 
Communications named Asia Сell "the best GSM operator" in Iraq. 

 
Figure 2 – Summary of Asia Сell company characteristics 

Compiled by the authors 
 
In the Corona Pandemic Crisis, Asia Сell increased its 5% customer base to almost 15 million 

customers by delivering SIM cards via mobile buses to customers' doors. Customers also benefited 
from payment plan extension services during the period to help reduce their personal financial burden. 
The company also encourages citizens and residents to "stay home" by providing financial assistance 
to the Iraqi government and the government of the Kurdistan Autonomous Region to manage the 
Corona crisis, as well as expanding an education program on its social media channels. 

CRM-system in Korek. According to the website of this company, Korek offers the largest and 
most reliable mobile network. The operator's network covers the whole country and its advanced 
technology ensures that it meets the best network quality with the best service standards. Korek in 
Iraq offers a wide range of wireless communication services and Korek's main distinction is the 
interest in getting the most advanced GSM technology, providing the best network quality and 
services with the best value to customers. 

“We will continue to invest in networking and customer care so that Iraqis can expand their 
business” and “Connect with your friends and family” said Korek on his website. 

Korek has also invested in technology solutions and customer service applications that strengthen 
customer relationships and provide better service through full network coverage and points of sale. 

Korek's ultimate goal has been to achieve customer satisfaction and provide the best service at all 
times, even if it means investing more in increasing the company's reach and in solutions that 
strengthen the relationship with the subscriber. 

Korek Telecom has a "Customer Care" section on its website that aims to provide users with the 
necessary help for effective and easy use of mobile phones and answer users' questions about the 
company's services. Korek customer care service representatives are available 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. For any Korek member in Iraq, call 411, this call is free. About 500 eligible employees 
respond to customer calls in multiple languages. 

In addition, there are 114 customer service centers, with a total of about 400 employees, spread 
across borders and across Iraq. In addition, 9000 outlets are located across the country to offer Korek 
products. 

Korek Telecom has announced that it has chosen Ericsson Customer Relationship Management 
System to provide a superior customer interaction experience to its subscribers. The system includes 
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process automation across sales, marketing, and customer care. User data integration (UDC) is part 
of the evolution of the network discussed in this transaction, including the ability to display user data 
in real time, access to key information that allows Korek to instantly view all subscribers [9]. 

 
Figure 3 – Summary of Korek company characteristics 

Compiled by the authors 
 
Zain reported a revenue of $ 157.4 Kuwait in the first quarter of 2020, down from the same period 

in 2019. Asiacell reported a revenue growth of 1.09 billion Qatari riyals in the first quarter of 2020, 
compared to the same period in 2019. Korek has revenues of between $ 500 million and $ 1,000 
million, and the total value of the company is $ 2 billion. Zain also has 49.5 million active customers 
in eight countries in the Middle East, which shows that it has a good level in terms of customer 
service. 

Conclusion 
All three operators use CRM activities. For example, Zain, Korek, and Asia Сell have free numbers 

for advice and questions, but Zain also has a separate number for roaming, the cost of which is 
calculated as normal; while Korek and Asia Сell do not have this option. Zain offers free text 
messages to its customer’s every time they charge, while Asia Сell and Korek do not offer such 
features to their customers. 

Customer relationship management systems help all three companies understand, anticipate, and 
respond to their customers' needs, which ultimately leads to improved customer performance. All 
three companies now offer a variety of services to customers with different needs and expectations, 
thus strengthening customer loyalty. From the above comparison and study, it is clear that Zain has a 
strong customer base and provides good service to the customer, and customer loyalty is high and 
fewer customers leave because not only it provides good service but also offers additional benefits at 
no cost.  

Asia Сell has also been able to attract many customers by providing innovative services, especially 
during the pandemic period by providing services such as sending SIM cards by mobile bus and 
extending payment plans, has been able to attract many customers. Humanitarian activities have also 
contributed to the company's brand reputation. Asia Сell seems to be at the forefront of providing 
innovative services, has also done well in responding to the customer, and various ways to 
communicate as well as receive feedback from the customer, which are easily accessible on the 
website. However, it seems that the customers expect more effort in the database section. 

Korek has also been strong in the database sector and has been very successful in this area by 
working with Eriskon to establish customer relationship management. The company also offers a 
variety of packages to its customers. However, it seems that there is still work to be done in the area 
of responding and receiving feedback from the customer. 

In general, Zain has the strongest customer relationship management system among the three 
companies, because it works in both aspects of the database, providing diverse customer service and 
strong responsiveness. The other two companies, despite many successes in recent years, still need 
more effort to achieve stable communication and customer retention. 
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